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Abstract—The coronary arteries are a common site of athe
sclerotic plaque formation, which has been putatively linked
hemodynamic and mass transport patterns. The purpose o
paper was to study mass transport patterns in a human
coronary artery~RCA! model, focusing on the effects of loca
geometric features on mass transfer from blood to artery wa
Using a previously developed characteristic/finite elem
scheme for solving advection-dominated transport proble
mass transfer calculations were performed in a rigid, anato
cally realistic model of a human RCA. A qualitative and qua
titative examination of the RCA geometry was also carried o
The concentration field within the RCA was seen to clos
follow primary and secondary flow features. Local variations
mass transfer patterns due to geometric features were sig
cant and much larger in magnitude than local variations in w
shear stress. We conclude that the complex secondary flow
a realistic arterial model can produce very substantial lo
variations in blood-wall mass transfer rates, and may be
portant in atherogenesis. Further, RCA mass transfer patt
are more sensitive to local geometric features than are
shear stress patterns. ©2001 Biomedical Engineering Societ
@DOI: 10.1114/1.1349704#

Keywords—Mass transport, Right coronary artery, Atherosc
rosis, Hemodynamics, Modeling

INTRODUCTION

Atherosclerosis is the leading cause of morbidity a
mortality in Western societies. Fluid dynamic and ma
transfer related phenomena have been hypothesize
contribute to the initiation and progression
atherosclerosis.2,3,7,8,12,14,18For example, mass transfe
effects have been shown to influence endothelial fu
tion, specifically the response of vascular endothelium
circulating ATP.4 Local variations in mass transfer effi
cacy, if translated into alterations in local endothel
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behavior, could be an important factor in the localizati
of atherosclerotic lesion development. In order to ass
possible links between atherogenesis and hemodyna
and mass transport patterns, accurate characterizatio
local flow and mass transport features is required.

When considering mass transfer between flowi
blood and the artery wall, the species of interest hav
range of sizes, from small~e.g., oxygen! to very large
~e.g., lipoproteins, particularly LDLs!. This is anatomi-
cally and biomechanically different from blood-to-tissu
mass transfer at the capillary level, where the transpo
species are primarily low molecular weight substanc
such as oxygen, glucose, CO2, etc. Tissue level mas
transfer is clearly central to maintenance of normal my
cardial metabolism, but is not the focus of this pap
Instead, we focus on transfer from the blood to the art
wall, and its implications for atherogenesis in the cor
nary arteries. More specifically, the focus of this paper
on the fluid-side mass transport, and to this end,
consider species that have a relatively large blood-s
mass transfer resistance and hence their transport is
expected to be rate limited by wall-side processes.

Arterial geometry strongly influences coronary arte
flow patterns.6 In a companion article, Myerset al.13

describe the flow in the present anatomically realis
right coronary artery~RCA! model and report a sensitiv
dependence of wall shear stress patterns on compo
curvature. Mass transfer patterns in an idealized coron
artery modeled as a curved tube also show import
geometric effects, including large differences in the va
of Sherwood number between the inner and outer wa18

The objective of this paper is to study mass transp
patterns in a realistic RCA model, and to comment
factors affecting mass transport from blood to the art
wall. This paper is in some sense an extension of
earlier work of Qiu and Tarbell18 that includes a more
complex arterial geometry. We show that the inclusi
of realistic geometric effects dramatically influenc
mass transport.
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122 KAAZEMPUR-MOFRAD and ETHIER
METHODS

An anatomically faithful model of the right coronar
artery of a 47 year old female who died from nonca
diovascular related causes was constructed as desc
in the companion paper.13

Flow and Mass Transfer Solution

The RCA model was assumed to be stationary w
rigid walls. Obviously, the coronary arteries~which lie
on the surface of the heart! move as the heart beat
leading to a dynamically changing arterial curvatu
Also, flow pulsation and pressure variations cause
distensible artery to dynamically change its cro
sectional area. Further studies must be carried ou
investigate the effects of artery movement and diste
bility.

Blood was assumed to have Newtonian rheology. T
non-Newtonian viscosity of blood has been found
have little effect on the dynamics of blood flow in th
large arteries of interest.1

Three-dimensional~3D!, steady, incompressible flow
at a Reynolds number of ReD5500 ~based on the inle
diameter! was first simulated in the RCA model, th
details of which are given in Ref. 13. The flow bounda
conditions were as follows: a fully developed~Poiseuille!
velocity profile was imposed at the inlet, the no-s
velocity boundary condition was set on the walls, and
traction-free boundary condition was applied at the o
let. The mesh used for flow simulation contain
108,036 nodes and 65,416 quadratic ten-noded Tay
Hood tetrahedral finite elements.

The 3D steady advection-diffusion equation was th
solved using a characteristic/finite element algorithm.10,11

Simulations were carried out at Schmidt numbers~Sc
5n/D! of 3000, which is representative of relative
small species such as ATP, or for free oxygen in blo
This corresponds to a Peclet number of PeD51.53106.
The following mass transfer boundary conditions we
imposed on the dimensionless concentration,c, defined
as c5(c* 2cw* )/(ci* 2cw* ) where c* is the dimensional
concentration, and subscriptsw and i denote wall and
inlet, respectively. A uniform dimensionless concent
tion of c51 was imposed at the inlet, a Dirichlet boun
ary condition ofc50 was set on the walls, and a ze
gradient inc was applied at the outlet.

In highly advection-dominated transport problems, t
boundary layer is very thin throughout the whole d
main, except in regions of flow separation. To reso
such thin boundary layers, while keeping the mesh s
within practical limits, stretched~high aspect ratio! ele-
ments are needed. We previously developed a gen
strategy for generating stretched tetrahedral element
the boundary~high gradient! regions of a domain. De
d

l

tails of this technique can be found in Ref. 9. Briefl
using the boundary~wall! mesh used in flow calcula
tions, layer~s! of prismatic elements are first generat
with triangular bases adjacent to the wall. Then, ea
prism is subdivided into either three or eight tetrahed
depending on the surrounding mesh topology. The
mainder of the domain, i.e., that not immediately ad
cent to the wall, was meshed directly with tetrahedra.
this study, we generated two meshes in order to ch
the mesh dependence of the solution. The coarser m
contained 311,915 linear tetrahedral elements w
63,889 corner nodes. The off-wall spacing was appro
mately 1/400th of the inlet diameter. The finer mesh h
405,114 four-noded~linear! tetrahedral elements with
71,741 corner nodes. Figure 1 shows a slice through
finer mesh near the boundary wall. The off-wall spaci
was about 1/500th of the inlet diameter.

The flow field solution was interpolated from the flo
mesh onto the mass transfer mesh by using the fi
element velocity basis functions. For wall nodes, and
nodes which were at the inlet, we directly assigned
appropriate velocity based on known boundary con
tions.

RESULTS

Arterial Geometry Analysis

The complex geometry of the RCA model strong
affects hemodynamic and mass transport effects, and
therefore review it in detail here. A qualitative examin
tion of the RCA~Fig. 1 of Ref. 13! shows that the RCA
exhibits appreciable 3D variations in curvature and cr
section. It is evident that the curvature seen in the me
plane is more pronounced than the curvatures in
ventral and frontal planes. The curvature within the m
dial plane will be therefore denoted as the ‘‘prima
curvature,’’ while the out-of-plane curvatures will be d
noted as ‘‘secondary curvatures.’’

FIGURE 1. A slice through the mass transfer mesh.
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123Mass Transport in Human RCA
A quantitative illustration of the RCA curvature alon
the artery is given in Fig. 2~a! where the total~i.e., 3D!
radius of curvature along the RCA centroidal path
compared to the radius of the curvature in the med
plane. The centroidal path is the curve that pas
through the centroids of consecutive cross-sectional p
files ~see the Model Construction procedure in Ref. 1!.
The total ~i.e., 3D! radius of curvature,Rtotal, was ob-
tained from a spline approximation to this centroid
path. The medial~i.e., 2D! radius of curvature,Rmedial,
was calculated using the projection of the centroidal p
on the medial plane.Rtotal andRmedial were both normal-
ized by RCA inlet radius. As evident in Fig. 2~a!, the
curvature in the medial plane substantially contributes
the overall curvature of the artery@note the similar dis-

FIGURE 2. Geometry specifications of the RCA model. The
radius of curvature, normalized deviation, the arterial caliber,
and the hydraulic radius are all normalized by the RCA inlet
radius a. The axial position is normalized by the total 3D
length of the RCA. The radius of curvature, Rmedial , was cal-
culated using a spline approximation to the centroidal path.
The arterial radius „caliber … is the the radius of an equivalent
circular area.
-

tribution and amplitude ofRmedial ~2D! and Rtotal ~3D!
over much of the artery length#. However, in several
locations the total radius of curvatureRtotal is several
times smaller than the medial radius of curvature.
these regions, the RCA path in the medial plane is nea
straight, and the secondary~out-of-plane! curvatures rep-
resent the principal curvature effects.

Other signs of complexity of the RCA geometry a
the deviation of the RCA path relative to the med
plane and the local variations in cross-sectional a
@Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!#. Using the axial midplane as
reference location, the RCA ‘‘normalized deviation
shows a relatively sinusoidal distribution with an amp
tude of approximately65a, wherea is the radius of the
artery at the inlet. The arterial cross-section area a
varies along the artery length. We characterized t
variation by plotting normalized arterial caliber, define
as the radius of a circle with an area equivalent to tha
the artery cross section normalized by the inlet rad
@see Fig. 2~c!#. This normalized radius is seen to va
continuously throughout the arterial path, with a ma
mum increase and decrease of 11% and 3%, respectiv

In general, the shape of the cross section is neit
circular nor consistent along the artery path, as char
terized by the variation in the hydraulic radius@Fig.
2~c!#. The normalized hydraulic radius is nearly identic
to the local arterial caliber~radius of an equivalent cir-
cular area! in the inlet regions of the RCA. However
further downstream the hydraulic radius drops below
arterial caliber, marking regions where the artery sha
deviates from circular.

An important fluid mechanical factor is the Dea
number, defined asDn5(a/R)1/2ReD , wherea/R is the
radius ratio, i.e., arterial caliber over 3D radius
curvature.17 Using a Reynolds number of ReD5500, the
local effective Dean number for this geometry rang
approximately between 60 and 145~see Fig. 3!. Fluid
mechanically, this range of Dean numbers represents
intermediate regime in which the inertial, viscous, a
centrifugal forces are all of similar importance.16

Flow Field

Velocity profiles in the RCA are strongly influence
by arterial curvature and are described in detail in
companion paper.13

Mass Transfer Patterns

Grid Sensitivity.Grid sensitivity was investigated b
comparing the dimensionless concentration gradient~or
Sherwood number! distribution on the inner and oute
walls in the two meshes described in the Flow and M
Transfer Solution section. The Sherwood number, ShD ,
is defined as ShD5@hc(2a)/D #, where hc is the local
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124 KAAZEMPUR-MOFRAD and ETHIER
mass transfer coefficient,a is the ~dimensional! inlet
radius, andD is the diffusion coefficient. This is equiva
lent to ShD52¹c"n, wherec is the normalized concen
tration as previously defined, andn is the inward unit
vector normal to the wall. The quantity¹c is calculated
at the wall by analytic differentiation of the finite ele
ment basis functions and substitution of nodal values
c from elements with faces on the wall.

FIGURE 3. Dean number variations along the arterial length
for an inlet Re DÄ500.
The Sherwood number, ShD , distributions on the in-
ner and outer walls of the RCA model are shown in F
4. Along the RCA inner wall, the ShD distributions have
very close qualitative and quantitative patterns in the t
meshes. We conclude that our mesh is able to reason
accurately capture the inner wall ShD distribution. The
outer wall ShD distribution, however, showed some me
dependence between the coarse and fine meshes.
indicates that the mesh is not fully resolving the ou
wall concentration gradient. Nevertheless, the qualitat
trend of the outer wall Sherwood number is capture
Considering that most of the disease formation occurs
the proximal region of the RCA inner wall,5,15 as well as
the computational cost required for further refining t
mesh, the finer mesh can be considered sufficient for
purposes of this study. Work is currently underway
extend the present characteristic/finite element sche
for solving the advection-diffusion equation to high
order tetrahedral elements which provide a higher no
to element ratio and, hence, can offer better bound
resolution with minimal extra computational cost.

Isoconcentration Contours.Fluid regions with high axial
momentum were often associated with higher spec
concentration, while low concentration areas we
formed in regions of low momentum fluid~Fig. 5!. The
‘‘horse shoe’’ shape of the high concentration fluid, e
pecially for axial distances between 0.4 and 0.7, show
FIGURE 4. Grid sensitivity study in mass
transfer calculations: Sh D distributions
on the inner wall „top panel … and outer
wall „bottom panel … for two different
meshes.
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125Mass Transport in Human RCA
that mass transfer was being strongly influenced by s
ondary flow effects. In order to better understand su
effects, the hemodynamics at two locations within t
proximal region, namely 31% and 42% of the distan
along the artery~see Fig. 6!, were examined in detail. At
the 31% station, the cross-sectional area is increas
@see Fig. 2~c!# and as a result the flow is decelerating a

FIGURE 5. Isoconcentration contours along the arterial
length. The numbers are the distances along the artery as
normalized by the total artery length. Re DÄ500 and ScÄ3000.

FIGURE 6. Velocity profile „left panels …, secondary flow fea-
tures „center panels …, and concentration profile „right pan-
els … at two different locations, namely 31% and 42% along
the RCA model length. These two locations experience low
and high Sh D , respectively. Labels I and O refer to inner and
outer walls, respectively. Label P in the bottom right panel
refers to a low concentration fluid that accumulates as a
result of the interaction between two counter-rotating Dean
cells. Heavy lines in middle panel are ‘‘sectional stream-
lines’’ „constrained to lie in the plane of the figure ….
-

the relative effect of secondary flows is more significa
A fairly large deviation from the medial plane is exhib
ited by the geometry at this station@see Fig. 2~b!#. The
unmatched Dean vortex structure due to primary cur
ture of the artery is pulled away from the inner wall~see
the top middle panel in Fig. 6!. At this station, the
second Dean cell~not shown in the figure! is very weak.
The concentration field is thus pulled away from th
inner wall, leaving a low concentration region near t
inner wall.

As we move from station 31% to station 42%, th
secondary curvature of the artery changes direction@see
Fig. 2~b!# and the local Dean number increases~see Fig.
3!. At the same time, the matching second Dean c
grows and pushes the dominant Dean cell towards
inner wall. As a result, low concentration fluid is pushe
away from the inner wall, and high concentration flu
redistributes itself near the inner wall. The small
counter-rotating Dean cell near the outer wall distribut
the high concentration fluid near the outer wall as we
As a result of the interaction of these two vortices,
secondary flow separation region occurs on the up
~side! wall, and low concentration fluid accumulates
this region~see Fig. 6, label P in the bottom right pane!.

Sherwood Number Distribution.The dimensionless con
centration gradient~Sherwood number! on the artery
wall is shown in Fig. 7. As the blood enters the prima
curvature ~i.e., in the medial plane! of the RCA, the
Sherwood number on the outer wall is increased, with
decreased Sherwood number on the inner wall. This g
eral trend persists throughout the artery, consistent w
the wall shear stress patterns in this geometry. Howev
as shown in Fig. 7, the high and low Sherwood regio
‘‘twist’’ circumferentially in response to changes in th
secondary flow patterns induced by the secondary cur

FIGURE 7. Sherwood number distribution on the RCA walls.
The numbers are the distances along the artery as normal-
ized by the total artery length. Labels A and B point to areas
of low Sherwood number. Re DÄ500 and ScÄ3000.
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126 KAAZEMPUR-MOFRAD and ETHIER
ture of the artery. This ‘‘twisting’’ of the mass flux
patterns is superimposed on the dominant flux patte
determined by the primary curvature of the RCA. T
result is that local ShD varies substantially, particularly
on the inner wall~see Fig. 8!. Such ShD variations on the
inner wall occur sporadically in localized areas along
arterial length, as secondary curvature effects push
high concentration fluid towards and away from th
wall. This also creates significant side wall variations
mass flux.

Further insight into local ShD variations can be ob
tained from Fig. 8. The arrows labeled C and D in th
plot refer to stations 31% and 42% that were examin
in the Isoconcentration Contours section. As discus
earlier, at station 31% the high concentration fluid
shifted away from the inner wall. As a result, low co
centration fluid accumulates near the inner wall, henc
low Sherwood number is experienced on the inner w
At station 42%, the secondary flow causes the high c
centration fluid to distribute itself near the inner a
outer walls. Hence, both inner and outer wall locatio
experience high ShD at this location~arrow D in Fig. 8!.

As evident in Fig. 8, the ShD on the inner wall has a
pattern of peaks and valleys similar to that seen for
wall shear stress~WSS!, but of much higher relative

FIGURE 8. Distribution of normalized WSS and Sh D along
the RCA. The WSS values are normalized by the WSS in fully
developed flow in a pipe with similar inlet diameter. The
arrows in the Sh D plot refer to stations at 31% and 42%
distance along the artery. The inner and outer walls refer to
the surfaces closest to and farthest from the heart. The
dashed line is the Sh D distribution expected for a developing
mass transfer boundary layer in a straight tube with inlet
radius a „Graetz–Nusselt solution ….
magnitude. Considering only the data on the inner a
outer walls, the maximum/minimum ratio for normalize
WSS was approximately 8, while this ratio for ShD was
about 54. This observation can be explained as follo
The momentum transfer sees a diffusivity~kinematic vis-
cosity! that is three orders of magnitude greater than
mass transfer diffusivity. Thus, variations are more
fectively ‘‘diffused away’’ in momentum transport, lead
ing to lower WSS variations. Over the entire model~i.e.,
not restricting comparison to only the inner and ou
walls!, the maximum/minimum ratio for ShD was about
112.

The variation in ShD along the outer wall is small and
relatively smooth. The peaks and valleys in the ou
wall ShD plot do not follow the trend seen in the oute
wall WSS plot. This may in part be due to mesh res
lution issues near the outer wall.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Fluid flow and mass transfer patterns were calcula
in a human right coronary artery model with a realis
geometry. The concentration field within RCA was se
to closely follow primary and secondary flow feature
The variations in fluid flow and mass transfer patter
due to the variations in the arterial geometry appea
significant. The secondary curvatures drive circumfer
tial shifts in the location of the Dean cells created as
result of primary curvatures of the arterial geometry.
a result of this, regions of high and low Sherwood nu
bers were superimposed on the dominant flux patte
determined by the primary curvature of the RCA. The
low and high Sherwood number regions twist around
artery in response to the secondary curvature. Con
quently, the local Sherwood number varies by nearly t
orders of magnitude from inner to outer wall.

These results are in general agreement with data
sented by Qiu and Tarbell,18 who showed large loca
variations in Sherwood number in a planar curved tu
model with constant curvature and constant circular cr
section. They reported a maximum value of steady-fl
Sherwood number on the outer wall of approximately 8
and a minimum value on the inner wall of approximate
0.1. This 800-fold variation in ShD was reduced to ap
proximately 23 fold by the addition of flow pulsatility
and diameter variation. It is possible that flow pulsatili
and elastic wall deformation would also reduce the ma
mum range of Sherwood numbers seen in our reali
model. Further work is required to investigate this iss

For steady flow conditions, we saw a range of SD

values of about 110~maximum value divided by mini-
mum value! in our model. This is about a seven-fol
smaller range than reported by Qiu and Tarbell’s
steady flow in their ideal geometry. We believe that th
difference is largely due to enhanced mixing resulti
from the more complex secondary flows that are pres
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127Mass Transport in Human RCA
in the realistic model. In other words, complex geomet
features may act to reduce the local variations in ShD , as
compared to the situation in an ideal geometry. Howev
the local geometric features also create a complex pat
of local maxima and minima in ShD . Such local mass
transport features are:

~1! not easily predicteda priori;
~2! much larger than the corresponding local variatio

in wall shear stress; and
~3! potentially important for understanding the pathoge

esis of atherosclerotic lesions.

We conclude that anatomically realistic, patient-spec
arterial models are needed before any conclusion
drawn about possible links between local mass trans
variations and atherosclerosis. Further experimental s
ies of mass transfer effects on arterial wall biology a
also required.
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